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INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME TWO
Volume Two contains all the figures referred to in the text of Volume One of this
thesis. This presentation enables convenient reference to figures, especially where the
text discusses a single figure over several pages. The figures are separated into the
same chapters as those they refer to in Volume One.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection. The symbol 'x' is usually
used to represent the pole to a plane, whilst the symbol '0'is usually used for an
intersection line between planes. Figures not following this format have a key
provided.
The (AU) numbers of rock samples refer to the collection of the Geology Department
of the University of Auckland, where the samples are lodged. Many samples from
Golden Cross were taken from the spoil heap after the 260RL exploration Drive was
completed. As such, their exact location and original orientation are unknown. They
were chosen because they exhibit particularly good examples of the internal vein
structure described in chapter five.

1:50 scale maps of the Golden Cross exploration drive are folded in the pocket at the
back of this volume. These sections are essentially a picture of the veining in the walls
of the drive, Where possible, 'sections' that are directly opposite one another are
presented together, as though both walls are folded backwards into the plane of the
paper. A key map showing the location of the sections is also included, A couple of
more detailed studies of particularly complex areas are also presented. The locations
of many figures in this volume are shown on the maps, and the figures themselves
refer to the section on which they appear.

Chapter One.

INTRODUCTION.
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3) Colville
4) Waikoromiko
5) Tokatea
6) Kapanga
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19) Te Mata
20) Boat Harbour
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27) Thames
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29) Neavesville
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32) Puriri
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34)Wentwortrh
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41 ) Waihi-Martha
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Fip 2. Schematic peoloyical mar, of the Coromandel Peninsula (after Skinner, 1986 and
Brathwaite et al., 1989).
B=mercury Bay Basalts (miocene-Pliocene, D=Diorite intrusives (Miocene)).
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Fig. 3. To explain the derivation of intersection Line from planes containing poles to
both intersecting. veins.
(i) Since plane C contains the poles to the two intersecting veins A and B), it is
perpendicular to both. Its pole therefore must lie within both these planes. The only line
that is common to both vein planes is their intersection line, which must therefore be the
pole to plane C.
(ii) On the stereonet, a great circle joining the poles to veins A and B has their
intersection line as its pole.
(iii) Planes A and B are included to demonstrate them intersecting in the pole to plane C.
(iv) 'Intersection line' refers to the intersection of two simultaneously opening veins.
(v) 'Deflection line' refers to the intersection of two differently oriented segments of the
same vein.

(i) Theoretical

Intersection line of
veins A, B and C

Poles to veins A, B and C lie in
the profile plane D.
Plane D is perpendicular to the
intersection line of the veins.
(ii)

Theoretical profile

N

,

I pole to plane D ='statistical
intersection line'
Fig 4. Model 1. A single great circle spread of poles (two-dimensional strain).
(i) If strain is two-dimensional, all planes should intersect in a common intersection line. Poles
should spread in the 'profile plane', which is perpendicular to the intersection line.
(ii) On the stereonet, the poles should spread in a great circle, which represents the profile plane,
and has the common intersection line as its pole. If this model fits the data, observed intersection
lines should cluster in the 'statistical intersection line' orientation.
This model is analogous to a 7C-plot for finding a fold axis.

pole to 'modal plane'

\

'Modal plane'

Intersection lines all fall &in

the 'Modal plane'.

Planar spread of intersections defines a theoretical 'modal plane'.
There should be a corresponding cluster of poles at the pole to the
'modal plane'.
This represents the pole to the 'modal plane,'

On the stereonet
[ii)

[iii)

Pole to plane that
intersects one of the
'modal planar' set,

I V U

\Pole to
7ndfll plane'
- rut: IU v ~ i nplane.
~
plane'

intersection lines.
pole to 'Modal plane'

F ~ 5.
P Sinde meat circle spread of intersection lines (one common vein set).
(i) If there is a very common vein set present (orientation is represented by the single green
'modal plane') then veins of many different orientations will intersect the common set. Their
intersection lines with the modal plane will, of course, lie within the modal plane.
(ii) A plot of poles to observed planes belonging to the common set will tend to cluster together,
and so the modal plane may be defmed as the plane that is perpendicular to the cluster.
(iii) The intersection lines should spread around a great circle defining the 'modal plane'.
In other words, there are two ways of defining the 'modal plane': a) a cluster on the stereographic
plot of poles to vein planes and b) a great circle spread on the plot of observed vein intersection
lines. The two plots must be used side by side, to check the validity of the model.
On the whole, whilst this model may give important information about the fabric of the vein
system, it is not so structurally significant as a single great circle spread on the plot of poles with
equivalent cluster on the plot of observed intersection lines. However, it is possible that in some
instances a very significant, single vein that is not part of a set but is very continuous and
intersects veins of many other orientations, will show up as a great circle spread on the plot of
observed intersection lines, but only as a single point on the plot of poles. The relative importance
of such a vein would probably be missed if the plot of poles was considered alone.
These principles are also applied in the Krant. and Harding models, in which there are several
common sets of planes present.

(1) A true conical spread of poles has a common
axis with an associated conical spread of
intersection lines.

A

(ii)A cross-sectionthrough the two
cones shows that their opening angles
are c o m m t a r y .

( a B =opening angle
of cones.

\ 2a' 2+p

+90+90 =360

cone axis

On the stereonet.

(iii) A conical pattern results in a
small-circlespread of poles on the
stereonet.

(iv)The associated small-circlespread
of intersectionlines has a common axis
with the spread of poles, and its
opening angle is complementarywith
that of the spread of ooles,

F ~ 6.
P Cone model (small-circle spread).
If the intersectionJdeflection lines of planes spread in a conical pattern (i.e. small circle
pattern on the stereonet) then the poles will also show a conical spread (and vice versa). The
two cones will have a common axis and complementary opening angles. In order to prove
that a pattern is truly conical, the plots of poles and intersection lies must be considered
together.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.

(vl) Redcted great circle
spreads of poles

(vli) Oddaxis o
f strain lies in the 'movement
plane'. which also contaii the poleto the fault
planeandthe sipvector.
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"
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(viii) Odd-axis construction
on the stereonet.

After Krantz (1988)

"m"-axis

"m"-plane
odd-axis'
i'~Iipil

-ault/vein plane,
Fw 7. Theoretical basis of Kranb model for orthorhombic thme-dimensional strain (after Kranb, 1988).
(i) Block diagram of fault planes and tension gash orientation in an orthorhombic shear system (after Krantz, 1988).
Orientations of the principal axes of strain are shown. In this model all the planes may open out as veins, although it
is probable that the planes close to the tension-gash will open most easily.
(ii) and (iii) Stereographic plots of ideal Krantz model. If this mechanism has operated, poles would cluster parallel
to poles of the orthorhombic and tension gash planes. Observed intersection lines would cluster at the intersections
of orthorhombic and tension-gash planes and spread around their great circles, as in the 'modal planar spread'
described in fig 2.
(ii)-(v) The ideal orthorhombic system may be rotated to fit the data for a given area, assuming that the most easily
opened plane- and therefore the most common vein plane- is the tension-gash orientation. (vi) The theoretical poles
are also seen to spread in approximate great circles, and the observed data ought to spread similarly if this
mechanism has operated.
(vii) Block diagram1 showing the basis of the odd-axis construction of Krantz, 1988, which may be used to identify
one of the principal strain axes. The 'movement plane' contains the slip vector of the fault (e.g. striation orientation),
the pole to the fault plane and the 'odd-axis' (the principal axis of strain having the opposite sign to the other two
axes).
(viii) In the stereonet, therefore, m-planes to all striated faults that are part of an orthorhombic system will intersect
in the odd-axis. The odd-axis construction is based on this principle, and it may be used to apply the Krantz model
more effectively where striations are observed.
-9-
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Fault plane
X Pole to fault plane
Tens"" gash P ~ W( i ) Clusters of interntion lines
X Pole to tension gash.
00 Intersectionof planes.
E, Principalstrain axis.

'yb

/

slip

F ~ 8.
P General Hardinp model for three-dimensional strain (after hard in^ 1974).
(i) Map of Harding planes for a system under a regional strike-slip regime. Locally reverse,
normal and tension gash planes form as well as strike-slip planes. Partitioning separates zones
of different local strain axes, so that normal faults form in one locality whilst reverse faults
form elsewhere etc. In this model all planes are allowed to open as veins (afier Harding 1974).
(ii) Stereographic plot of all Harding planes shown in (i).
(iii) All Harding poles. If this mechanism has operated, observed poles ought to cluster
parallel to the poles to Harding planes
(iv) All intersection lines form the Harding model in (i). Note that there are significantly more
intersections than for the Krantz model. However, partitioning probably means that those
intersections shown in orange are the most likely to be observed. Observed intersection lines
ought to cluster parallel to those in fig (iv), and spread around the planes in (ii).
(v) The Harding model may be rotated to find the best fit for the data. The model includes
great circle spreads for poles, some of which are better defined than others. Observed poles
should again tend to cluster parallel to Harding poles and spread in these great circles.
(vi) Harding planes rotated to match (v). If the Hardmg mechanism has operated, intersections
should spread around these planes and cluster where the planes intersect, especially in those
orientations inhcated by orange circles.
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Fie 9a. Location of tectonic features in the New Zealand m i o n .
(i) Schematic map of New Zealand region (after Cole, 1986) showing major
tectonic features.
(ii) Bathymetric map of New Zealand microcontinent (source, NIWA). All the
major features shown in the schematic map are apparent in the bathymetry.

Fig 9b. Location of larpe scale features in New Zealand's North Island.
(i) (after Sporli, 1989). Extent of the Northland Allochthon, emplaced from the north during
the late Oligocene and early Miocene.
(ii) (after Sporli, 1989). Relative location of the Waitakere (western) arc, Coromandel (eastern)
arc and the Waitemata Basin, which were all active during the Miocene. The subsidence in the
Waitemata basin also coincided with the obduction of the Northland Allochthon.
(iii) (after Lindsay et al., 1999). Distribution of mid Miocene to Recent arc and intraplate
volcanism in the North Island of New Zealand.

Omahie hdealtes

(Whitianga Group1

(Coromandei Group)

HOT WATER BEACH

Hayward TABLE MOUNTAIN

Oldfield, Hollinger

F~P
10. Location of Auckland University theses on the Coromandel Peninsula
{after Gadsbv and S~orli.1989).
Location of theses by author, in lower case script. The main theses used in the
introduction are underlined. Place names are in upper case script. Inset shows
location of map and additional theses on Great Barrier Island.

(i)

Triaxial strain veins
with steep (S)
and low angle (L)
deflection or
intersection

X

1

(ii)

Fip- 11. Exam~lesof vein svstem ~eometries(Gadsbv et a1..1990).
(i) Martha Mine, Waihi, after Sibson (1987). Arrows with numbers
indicate dip direction and dip of veins.
(ii) Karangahake, interpreted after Anstiss (1984). Level workings
(thin lines) approximate to structural contours on the two main
lodes. Deflection lines are intersection lines between en echelon
domains of different strike.

Fip 12. Vein scale structure at Karan~ahake(Gadsbv et al.. 1989).
Example of cryptic structures in cryptocrystalline, black,
macroscopically featureless K-feldspar(?). Sulphide vein fill at
Karangahake (after Anstiss, 1984). Non-oriented specimen. Numbers
indicate sequence of structures. Note alternation between brittle and
ductile states.
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KAPANGA EPITHERMAL
DEPOSIT.

AN EXAMPLE OF HOW
THE METHODS ARE APPLIED.

Coromandel
r minsula.
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FiP 13. Location map for Kapanea (after Christie 1982).
(i) Location of Coromandel Peninsula within New Zealand.
(ii) Location of Kapanga within Commandel Peninsula.
(iii) Kapanga and Corornandel township.
-17-

Fie 14. M ~ of
D the Historic Kapanga mine (courtesv of Herita Mining, N.L.)
Tunnels with Kapanga reef shown in blue, and Scotty's Reef in red.
Levels of tunnels are shown as depth below the ground surface, as measured down the Lanarch Shaft.
This map was used to define orientation of segments of the two main reefs and deflection lines between
adjacent segments. The original map was larger scale, and showed the actual location of the reef within
the tunnel.
-18-

F ~ 15.Shplified
P
~ l a nshowinp the ~ r i n c i ~"Reefsn
al
of the Old Ka~anyaGold
Mine and the mine workiws where field data were collected (after Fraser and
Adams, 1923).
Relative location of reefs used to generate 'map data' (large 'reefs') and old mine
workings where field data were collected . The adits are shown in green, and numbered
according to the system of Heritage Mining N.L.
in

[i)Poles to all 'reefsi'on the Mne plan.

:iii)Field data- poles to all joints/shears.

(Vj All poles- map and field data

(stereonets (i)-(iii)combined).

(ii)Poles to veins- field data.

(iv)Poles to veins and joints/shears-fielddata

[vi) Poles to veins and joints/shears (alldata)
(contourof plot p)).

1

h

4

Fie 16. Raw data: Poles to defects in the K a ~ a n area.
~a
(i) Orientation of 'reefs' were taken from the historial mine plan of Kapanga.
(ii) Veins measured by the author in underground workings.
(iii) Joint and shear planes that remained closed (measured by the author in
underground workings at Kapanga).
(vi) Contoured plot of all poles (shown in (v)) above.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projections.

(I)All intersection lines of 'reefso
on the mine plan.

(iii)Field data- intemctbn lines
of all idnW shears

(iv) Intersectionlines of veins and joinWshears
-field data(stere0nets(4 and (im combined).

MAll intersection lines-mapand field data

(vi) Contour of plot (v).

(stereonets[i)-(iii)combined).

0

0

29
8
E

Fip 17. Raw data: Intersection Lines of defects in the K a ~ a n area.
p
(i) Orientations of intersection lines of 'reefs' were taken fiom the historical mine

plan of Kapanga.
(ii) Intersection lines of veins measured by the author in underground workings at
Kapanga.
(iii) Intersection lines of joint and shear planes that remained closed. (measured
by the author in underground workings at Kapanga).
(vi) Contoured plot of all intersection lines (shown in (v)).
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.

(1) Great drde spread of poles
to dl 'reefs" on Ihe mine pian.

(iii] Field data- 'great drcle spfeacw

(19 '&eat circle qma& of poles
towns-fielddata.

NGreutdrdespreadsofpolesto
veins arid ioints/shears-field data.

Fin 18. Great circle spreads of poles to defects in the Ka-a
area
(i) 010164E is the best-fit great circle to describe spread of poles to 'reefs' on the historic plan of the Kapanga
mine.
(ii) Poles to veins observed in underground workings are not well described in terms of great circle
spreads.130170E and 0831503 fit best.
(iii) There is no great circle to adequately describe the spread of poles to joint and shear planes that remained
closed. Examples show poor fit.
( i ) Combined data for all planes (veins and closed planes) observed in the underground workings
(combination of plots (hi and (ii) above).The two spreads shown here (126170NE an 0841508) are almost
identical to those for the open veins ((in) above).The fit is poor.
(v) Poles to all planes (those measured off mine plans and those from underground workings, shown in (i)-(iii)
above). This plot has several great circle spreads (157/55NE, 012/60E, 122f70NEand 085150s). This cannot
represent two-dimensional strain.
(vi) Contoured plot of all poles shown in (v) above. The best average great circle spread is shown (1 58160E).
This does not adequately describe the whole pattern seen in the plot.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.
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(Ui) Intersectionsof all shears
'Best fit' areat circle.

NAll field hterseCMn~.

All irctersection lines of wins, r e e f s and
joints/ shears for map and field data.

nportanceof the west- dipphg sets
f observed pknes.

Fw 19. Great circle s~readsof intersection lines of defects in the K a ~ a n ~area.
a
(i) 1SO/33W is the best-fit great circle to describe spread of intersection lines of 'reefs' on the historic plan of
the Kapanga mine.
(i )There is not enough data to define accurate great circle spreads of intersections of veins observed in
underground workings. One possible spread is 020160W.
(i) Again there is not enough data to define accurate great circle spreads of intersections of closed observed in
underground workings. One possible spread is 007160W.
( i ) Combined data for intersection lines of all planes (veins and closed planes) observed in the underground
workings (combination of plots (ii) and (i) above).The spread ( 018l60W) is defined on very few data.
(v) All intersection lines (those measured off mine plans and those from underground workings, shown in (i)(iii) above). The best-fit great circle, 180140W reflects the main cluster of poles (see inset 2).
(vi) Contoured plot of all intersectionsshown in (v) above. The best average great circle spreads are shown
(180140W and 150/40W).Again this reflects the main cluster of poles (see inset 2).
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.

Inset 1. Conical

m n s .

a +B +90+90 =360

If the intelsection/deflection

conical pattern (Le, small
circle pattern on the
stereonet) then the poles
will also show a conical
poles
spread (and vice m).
The two cones will have a
common cuds and
complementan' opening
(I) Map intersecIlons. Best fit smdl circle.

Ccm3&334/85
operlnsangle5Q

(I)All map and fieM intersecfions.
Applying sane s m d l circle as in 0).

(iv) All data. Fbles to veins and joinwshears
Ppptycomplementoryconetonleone
for dl intersections.

F b 20. Best fit small circle for intersection lines at K a ~ a n ~ a .
(i) Best fit small circle overlain on plot of intersection lines for data taken from historic plans of the
Kapanga mine. The small circle (axis 334185, opening angle 59q fits the data very well- mach better than
meat circle.
(n) Applying the complementary cone (axis 334185, opening angle 3P) to the data for all poles to 'reefs'
taken from the mine plan. Ifthe pattern is truly conical, this small circle spread should describe the spread
observed in the poles data.The fit is not very good.
(i) Applying the same small circle as in (i) to the plot of all intersections data taken from the mine plan
and measured in the field. The fit is still very good, and the range of the spread is extended.
(iv) Applying the complementary cone to the plot of all poles. The fit is very poor.
Y

-~

~

Although the pattern in the plot of intersection lines is very well described in t m s of a small circle spread,
its complementary small circle is very different from the pattern observed in the poles. The pattern is
therefore not a simple cone.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.
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Inset 1 Cordcal Damns.
If the poles to planes
spread in a conical pattern
(i.e,small circle pattern on
the stereonet)then the
lntersectionldeflectionlines
will also show a conical
spread(andvicemm).
The two cones will have a
common cuds and
complementary opening
angles. (see fig 6).

AI

lines

c a ,& =opening angle
one axis

I

2 2

of cones.

(1)Polestoteefs'tdcenfKrmminepkrrs.
Elest fit smdl circle.

(HI)

to map and
planes.
Applying same small cirde as in (i).

0All intecsectionline data for veins and ~ntsJsheas

mine plans and field.Ppplylng
complementarycone to lhe one for dl int81~8~lim

Fie 21. &st fit small circle for ~ o l e sto dmes at Kama
(i)Best fit small circle overlain on plot of pies to 'reefs' taken from historic plans of the Kapanga mine.
The small circle (axis 262175, opening angle 48") fits reasonably well.
( i Applying the complementary cone (ruris 262/75, opening angle 429 to the data for all intersection lines
of 'reefs' taken from the mine plan. If the pattern is truly conical, this small circle spread should describe
the spread observed in the intersections data. The fit is not very good. Applying the same small circle as in
(i) to the plot of poles to all planes taken from the mine plan and measured in the field. The fit is not so
good, since there is much data outside the spread.
(i) Applying the complementary cone to the plot of all intersection lines. Again the fit is poor.
The stereographic plots of poles are not adequately described by small circle spreads. Nor do the
complementary spreads satid) the plots for the intersection lines. Therefore the pattern of veining at
Kapanga is not simply conical.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere equal area projection.

r l n s e t 1 Orthcwhombic Faults: 3-D M n .

Block diagram and stemgraphic
plot of ideal orthorhombic system.
The angles shown by ~ITOWSare
those used in generating the
'Krantz model' for Kapanga.This is
then rotated in (i)-(iii)below and
thenoverlalnontheobsemd
data In
(alsosee fig 7).

(w

I

(iv) Applying model to data for
all intelsect'bn lines observed
and taken from mine plans.

and spreads round geat clrcles.

(v) Applying model to data for
all poies.

\kr~cdsmle

(vi) Applying model to ~ontoul
of all poles data.

~ ~ ~ ~ t c r cml ehs s ~ ~ o t ~ d e s

h b mmmiosoaoioo

Fw- 22. Dcvelo~ineOrthorhombic IKrankl model for Ka~trnnaand applviw it to the data.
Inset shows initial Krantz model. Principal stain axes are vertical and horizontal. Tension gash is vertical. Angles
between planes in the model are shown in the second stereonet, and are chosen as geologically reasonable angles.
Veins are assumed to have opened most easily in the tension gash orientation.
(i)-(ii)Assuming the cluster of poles plunging 105142 represents the pole to the tension gash (and therefore the E,
orientation), the whole model is rotated to give a first -hit Krantz model for the Kapanga. One would expect that if
this were a true representation of the pattern at Kapanga, observed intersection lines would tend to cluster where
these theoretical planes intersect one another- and especially where the tension gash intersects other planes ( in the
orientations marked 'v'). They would also tend to spread around these planes in a similar fashion to the 'modal
planar spreads' presented in the section on single great circle spreads of intersection lines.
(i) The poles to theoretical planes developed in (i)-(ii) are found to spread in an approximate great circle fashion. If
this model applies to the Kapanga area one would expect to see a broad cluster of poles plunging eastwards and
tending ro spread around the planes shown. Note the similarity between these great circles and those that show up on
the plots of poles to field-observed veins in fig 6 (i) and (N).
(ivxvi) Overlaying the model on the obseved data for Kapanga shows a fairly good fit on both pole and intersection
line plots. Poles tend to cluster and spread according to the predictions from the model. This is a very good first
attempt at applying a Krantz model to the Kapanga area. It is M e r improved in the next two diagrams.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.

Oddaxisof strain liesh
the-plane'.

Fie 23.Odd-axis model I: Modifvin~initial orthorhombic OCrantz) model for K ~ D ~ u P ~
wine odd-axis construction and apply in^ new model to the data.
Inset shows theoretical basis for the odd-axis construction. The movement plane in the orthorhombicfaults contains
the slip vector, the pole of the fault and the ' odd-axis', which is either& or EZThe movement planes for all faults
with striations therefore intersect in the odd- axis.
(i) The odd- &s construction for faults with striationsat Kapanga. The odd-axis falls very close to the orientation
of G i n the first orthorhombicmodel, so that is taken to be the most likely odd-axis in this case. This means that
there is extension in the direction of two of the principal strain axes and contraction in one.
( i i ) A new orthorhombic model is generated using the odd-axis %The best tension gash (and therefore G )is
generated using the great circle spreads of intersection lines. Two of the orthorhombic planes are also generated
from spreads on the intersections plot, the other two are generated using the rules of orthorhombicsymmetry.
Again, the angles between planes are geologically reasonable angles. Predicted spreads and clusters of poles are
shown.
(i)-(v) Overlaying the odd-axis (1) model onto data. Both intersections and poles show a much improved fit over
the previous model (fig 22). All the poles of similar orientation to the odd-axis remained closed, which is consistent
with G being the odd-axis. The poles show a significant spread similar to, but steeper than, the €&plane, which
is also consistent with extension in the orientation of these two strain axes.
Overall this is model is a very good fit for the pattern observed at Kapanga. Striations are compatiblewith being
part of the same deformation as the foxmation, and opening, of the defects.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.
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.

Key.

3mminbk fault planes.
idso predicted spcead of intecsections).

(18) Redicted gwt circle
spreadsofpdes.

(lv)~modeitodakYfor

dl intersection lines.

Fie 24.Odd-axis model 11: modifvin~odd-axis model I for Ka~anfzato make &j$
the lanes of s y m m e t ~and then a ~ ~ l ynew
i n model
~
to the data.

a
-

Inset shows rotated odd-axis models for easy comparison of the two.
(iHiii)The new model is generated using the odd-axis £&Thebest tension gash (and therefore GJ is again
generated using the great circle spreads of intersection lines. This time the principal planes of strain are used as
planes of orthorhombic symmetry .The angles between planes are the same as for the previous model. Predicted
spreads and clusters of poles are shown.
(ivHvi)Overlaying the odd-axis model I1 onto data. Some features of the plots of intersections and poles show even
better fit than with the odd-axis I model (fig 23). Other features do not fit quite so well.
The principal axes of strain are oriented identically to those for odd-axis model I, so once again poles of similar
orientation to the odd-axis remained closed, which is again consistent with being the odd-axis. The poles show
the same significant spread similar to, but steeper than, the && plane, which is also consistent with extension in
the orientation of these two strain axes.
Both the odd-axis models are a very good fit for the data. Either of the models would be satisfactory to describe the
pattern observed at Kapanga.

On Ihe stereonet Iherefore, 'm
pknes'fordfaultsMecsecthm
I h e ~ p k n e ' , 0ddaxis.TheofhertwostrdnaXes
wi-&h&o_N.Ihe
I b h a W m e M i s W

modd.

OddcPdsofslrdnliesh

1
(In) O d d i d s model II

!@Y
)(Polestoorthorhobic panes.
EZXWncipal sh-dn axes.
Great circles approldrnaling 'm-planesm:
for orthorhombic faults.
la
U

P

I

Both odd-cixismodels have €&=
108/32,&=201/05, E,=298/57,and 2a=53",=26.5:
Using the a angle gives the fdlowing ratios for the principal axes of strain:

I These orientations and ratios may be used to constnrct a strain ellipsoid for the

1 xl xl unit sphere

I

b

Strain ellipsoid wilh
axes given above.

assumine that orthorhombic thm-dimensional strain
Construction of strain dliwoid for
is present.
The odd-axis model resented in the inset allows for the measurement of the angle a. Usually the movement
planes ('m-planes') &e constructed using striations and poles to striated planes.-?he a-angle is then measured
between the two sets of m-planes, as shown.
(i) At Kapanga the odd-axis was identified as the intersection line of 'm-planes'. The a-angle was initially
measured between the m-planes, as in the inset, and found to be 49?
(ii)-(iii) Since there were so few striated planes at Kapanga,the m-planes' of the orthorhombic faults were taken
to be a better average for the measurement of the a-angle (The 'm-plane' to faults in an orthorhombic system
contains the pole to the fault plane, the odd-axis). This a-angle is 53O, not very different from that measured using
the usual method shown in (0.
(iv) There is shortening in one direction and extension in two. This accounts for the orthorhombic part of the
deformation. There may be further extension due to dilation of the planes.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.
F
i
e 25.
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haet. G m a d Hadmmodd l d k r Hardlrrcl. 19741.

(a]Defects in the HadCng model, @] thetpredictedckaters of pdes and greut circle spreads (c]and clusters of htmectkn hes[d).

Fi 26. Dev I in H in m
1n& shows
~ardingmodelfor an overall strike-siip regime. Principal axes are vertical and horizontal. If the
model describes the observed pattern, one would expect to see poles clustering in orientations similar to the poles of
Harding planes, o b s e ~ e dintersection lines plunging parallel to the intersection lines of Harding planes, and
intersections spreadmg around Harding planes (c.f Modal planes in slngle great circle spread model (fig 7)).
(i) The general Hardmg model is rotated to put the principal strain axes parallel to those in the odd-axis models (figs
11-13). Geologically reasonable values are used for the angles between planes again, similar to those used in the oddaxis model.
(ii)-(iii)
When the model is overlain on the data for observed intersection lines, the fit is very poor, with neither spreads
nor clusters falling in the appropriate orientations.
(iv) The poles to Hardmg planes have several possible great circle spreads, some of which are stronger than others,
even within the model.
(v)-(vi) There is only one spread of observed poles that fits well with one of the spreads on the model. According to
the model this particular spread ought to be one of the less clear spreads.
Overall this Hadmg model does not fit at all well with the data. This is to be expected, because of the different
characteristics of the two models. Intersections tend to cluster parallel to the principal axes in the Harding model and at
an angle to them in the Krantz model The two are therefore incompatible with one another (see introduction).
A best-fit Hardmg model, with differently oriented principal axes is generated in the next diagram.
All stereonets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.

Fb 27. Harding model 11. Develo~ingbest fit Harding model.
Inset shows general Harding model for an overall strike-slip regime. Principal axes are vertical and horizontal. If the model
describes the observed pattern, one would expect to see poles clustering in orientations similar to the poles of Harding
planes, observed intersection lines plunging parallel to the intersection lines of Harding planes, and intersectionsspreading
around Harding planes (c.f. Modal planes in single great circle spread model (fig 7)).
(i) The best-fit Harding model is generated by considering the pattern of observed poles and comparing it to the patterns of
predicted poles and their planar spreads. Geologically reasonable values are used for the angles between planes, again
similar to those used in the odd-axis model.
(uiiii) When the model is overlain on the data for observed intersection lines, the fit is quite good, with spreads of observed
intersection lines in the appropriate orientations, and clusters very close to the predicted orientations.
( i ) The poles to Hatding planes again have several possible great circle spreads, some of which are stronger than others,
even within the theoretical model.
(v)-(vii The spreads of predicted poles fit much better with the observed poles than they did in the previous model. (Harding
model II was generated by finding the best spreads of poles to fit the data, so it automatically fits better than its equivalent
for Harding model I). The spreads that are predicted to be good and those predicted to be less clear, are all represented on the
plot of observed poles.
Overall this Harding model fits quite well with the data. It should be noted, however, that the Harding model has more
planes present than the Krantz models and therefore there is more possibility of chance coincidence of predicted and
observed poles and intersection lines in this model. The Harding model is compared with the two odd-axis models in the
next diagram.
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Odd-Axis I [KrantzU :Odd-Axis II [Krantz)
(i) Great circle spreads

I

H Gred ckde meads

Hardina II

(v] Great cbde spreads of
pdes- ccfftoued plot.

(vii) Great circle spreads of
intersection lines

(via] Great circle spreads of
intersectionlines.

F w- 28. Comoarine Krantz and hard in^ models.
The plots of great circle spreads of poles for the odd-axis model I ((i)and (iv)) is very little digerent from that for oddaxis model I1 ((ii) and (v)). The data spreads as predicted by the models. Odd-axis I1 fits slightly better than odd-axis I.
The plots of great circle spreads of poles on the Hardiing model (@i)and (vii) fit the data better than both odd-axis
models, since it includes more of the clusters of poles.
( v i i i i ) The intersection lines should spread around the great circles and cluster where they intersect. Odd-axis model I
fits the data best in terms of both clustm and spreads. The Harding model misses the major cluster and does not spread
so well around the predicted great circles.
It is significantthat there are fewer planes involved in the Krantz models than the Harding models, so there is less
possibility of chance coinciding of data with predicted planes, but still, overall, the odd-axis models satis@the data more
completely than the Harding model. Also, the fact that striationsare compatible with being part of the same
orthorfiombic system as veins and shears, and that the poles that are almost parallel to E, belong to planes that remained
closed, whilst open veins spread around a plane close to the E,E, plane, all fits with the Krantz, odd-axis model being the
main mechanism by which threediimensional strain was achieved in the Kapanga area It is, however, possible that there
were elements of both Harding and Krantz models operating, but that the orthorhombic shear of Krantz was dominant.
The principal axes of strain for the two models would be very different for each model (see fig. l7), and there may need
to be some kind of detachment between the areas in which each model operated.
All stemnets are lower hemisphere, equal area projection.
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, Possible pre-tiltingorientation of axes.

Fie 29. C o m ~ a r i nPrinci~al
~
strain axes for odd-axis and hard in^ models at
~Gan~a.
The principal strain axes are very different for the two models.
Note that if the system is inclined (tilted?) eastwards about a NNE-NE trending
horizontal axis, as have many parts of the Coromandel Peninsula, and if the Krantz
model operated, it may have formed in a near perfect normal conditions, resulting in
almost vertical E, and horizontal E, and E, A similar eastwards tilting of the Harding
model would mean that the system would have formed with near horizontal E, but
moderately plunging E ,and E,,(see arrows and small ' 1 ' for postulated initial
orientation of axes).

Chapters Three-Ten.

THE GOLDEN CROSS

EPITHERMAL DEPOSIT.

Chapter Three.

GOLDEN CROSS:
INTRODUCTION

Fig 30. Location Map of Golden Cross Epithermal Deposit.

B

Metres,

do

I

2b0

Fig 31. Site Plan for Golden Cross Mine.
The open pit workings, which exploit the 'Empire Stockwork Zone' overlap with, but are offset
to the west o f , the underground workings, which exploit the 'Empire Vein Zone'.

Chapter Four.

EARLY STRUCTURES AT
GOLDEN CROSS.
JOINTS AND
EARLY PYRITE VEINS.

(iii)

F
i
e
- 32. Joint at terns from the walls of the decline.
(i) Location 1. Very regularjoint pattern- like the columnades shown in fig 1 of Ryan and
Samis (1978) (see .)i(
(iii) Location 7. Curviplanarjoint pattern-like the entablature sketched in fig 1 of Long
and Wood (1986) (see(iv)).
Scale in Golden Cross photographs is in metres.

I I 1o

li' I

F

intersection line of
joints.

260RL exploration Drive.

.

Fip 33. Location and orientation of ioints and their intersection lines
Joints were measured in the walls of the decline between the surface and the 260RL
exploration drive, on the periphery of the epitherrnal system.
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Idealized d u r n
idnts. Not dl columns
have a hexagonal
secfion. therefore lhe
sfrike of joints is variable,
ond even the simplest
cdumns may lead to a
rather diffuse pattern of
ioints. All joints tend to
9 8 76543210~10~

to columnar

Flow plane

Plane A, containing the
(ii) poles to columnar
joints, is parallel to the
flow plane.

L

k
/

Pole to cdumnar joint

lniersectii lines are perp&idubr to plane A, and
therefore fall at the pole to the great circle spread.

(iii)

w
Tilting axis
If the rocks are tilted
towards the southeast,
the flow plane then
dips southeastwards
and the intersection
lines plunge
westwards.

/

lntersect'in line is vertical.

plunge NW.

i

(iv)

i=intersectionof pints=pdes to plane A
p=pole to joints,which lie within plane A

within
plane A

Plane A dips southeastwards.
Great circle spread

ntersection lines
emain perpendicular
h.
o plane A, and
.hereforedefine a
Aane with fold axis as
mle.
A
Poles to joints lie in plane A With folding they
spread in a conical fashion (except where
they are perpendicular to the fold axis and
spread in a plane).

'

Wing
diffuse spread of
mles.

same plane as
intersection lines

Fig 34. Develo~inga model to explain the diffuse pattern of jointing in Golden Cross decline.
The overall pattern of jointing is rather diffise (i). The inset shows that, although joints tend to be very steep, even the
simplest columnarjointing may have very variable strike orientations, and the difkseness of the pattern will be exaggerated
by tectonic processes such as tilting and folding. Simple columnarjoints have a planar spread of poles parallel to the flow
direction and a steep-vertical cluster of intersection lines (ii) and this pattern is modified by tectonic activity as shown in
(iii) and (iv)
Although the pattern produced in (iv) does not perfectly match the observed pattern, there are similarities. The model is,
though, very speculative and there are many other ways of producing the observed pattern. Bedding in the open pit shows
that southeastwards tilting has occurred, and the steady change of intersection orientation up the decline as shown in fig 33
is suggestive of folding about a similar axis to the tilting. The model is therefore reasonable.

Pip 35. vein textures in ~yriteveins of the 276RL level.
The scale is in metres.

(i) Pyrite rim to large calcite vein, 260RL,

(ii) Broken pyrite vein included in calcitc
vein, 260 RL.

(iii) Pyrite veins exploited by later quartz vein.
276 RL level.

(iv)Sheeted appearance of quartz-pyrite vein.
F ~ 36.
P Earlv write veins beiw ex~loitedbv later vein ~hases.

NNE

Zone B. Very regular veining.

Fairly regular pattern of veining.

Zone C. Slightly less regular
than zone B.

Zone D. Irregular pyrite veining.

Zone E (East end of 276RL).
Irregular pyrite veining.

Fi 37. Blockv w r i t e veins in the 276R.Llevel.
The blocky pyrite texture was separated into zones according to visible changes in the pattern of
orientation and incoming of new sets of defects. Zones are numbered fiom west to east, and their
locations are shown in fig 38.
On the whole, the pattern is very regular in the west and becomes much less regular in the east,
although this is partly an artefact of the variations in wall orientation.
The patterns of pyrite veins are rather reminiscent of those seen in the joints of the decline.
The scale is marked in metres.

Zone B
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Vertlca scale for
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Fig- 38. Location and orientation of pvrite seams and their intersection lines
Pyrite seams were measured in the walls of the 276RL (plots A-E), and compared to the
orientation of the joints in the walls of the decline between the surface and the 260RL
exploration drive (plotsl-7). Note the similarity between plot A of the pyrite seams and
plots 1 and 2 of the joints. These outcrops are at a similar height, and 'along strike' from
one another (from bedding orientations measured in the open pit).

Chapter Five.

GOLDEN CROSS:
VEIN SCALE.
VEIN-FILLING MECHANISMS AND INTERNAL
STRUCTUREITEXTURES OF VEINS.

Black silica is last pulse in each banded
sequence at this outcrop.
(See section 17 of 150 map in pocket).

Late WMX?
banded silica with some I
sugary white bonds crosscuts earlier banded
and black silica. Scale is in metres.

(iii)

-

Banded and black massive veins
(1A, B) crosscut first by grey massive
quartz (2),then brge banded vein (3)
which includes black silica (4) as a
late pulse. Final pulse is yellowish
sugary quartz carbonate (5),which
has a small vein branching and
crosscutting earlier phases. Rockbdt
is 30cm long. (Seesection 12 of 1:50
map in pocket).

Very late phase pyrite crystals growing on
euhedral calcite crystals from central cavity
of a large, late calcite vein, Scale shows
millimetres.

Fie 39. Examnles of ape relationships in veining on the 260RL
exdoration drive of the Golden Cross undersymnd mine.

(i)Sample AU54634-hand specimen.
(li)Thin section of
sample Au54634

(iii) Cro!sed polars

1

(v)Thin section of
sample AU54635

I

(vi)Crossed polars

All pictures are actual size
Fie 40. Details on internal textures of some massive veins.
(i)-(iii) Sample AU54634 is an example of a massive silica vein which in detail
exhibits swirly, tube-like features that probably indicate a silica colloid (gel?) was
present, possibly disrupted by flow of later fluids.
(iv)-(vi) Sample Au54635 has a mottled or 'curdled milk' texture may represent
coagulating amorphous colloidal silica.
Neither of these textures show up well in thin section- with either crossed or
uncrossed polars.

(I) Sample Au54636 clasts of
early jasperokial material
suspended in calcite matrix.

(ii) Thin section of sample Au54636.

(ill) Sample Au54636, crossed polars

Orange calcite
crosscuts and
branches from white.

Jasper in clasts and rim of calcite vein.
Orange calcite is later than Wite calcite.
See section 8 of the 150 map in the pocket.

Pip
- 41. Earlv ias~er
in vein fills and breccias from Golden Cross 260RL
ex~lorationdrive.

(I) Large veins with
homogeneas calcite fill,

consisting of large
interlocking cn/stais.
(Seesection40f 1:50
map in pocket).
Rockbott is 30cm long.

(ii)Calcite vein with
breccia of broken calcite
crystals in centre. (See
section 5 of 1 :50map in
pocket)

(iii) Large cavity in calcite
vein. Bottom surface has
ripple-like structures akin to
those that form in scales in
pipes of geothermal weils.
(pers. comm. K.L.Brown,
2002).cavity is
approximately 35cm high.

Fig 42. Calcite veins of the Golden Cross
260RL ex~lorationdrive.
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(i)

Crosscutting band

Hammer head for scale.

(ii)

are 30cm long

MS is one of me ciearest exam@=
of banding in a calcite vein.
L

Fie 43. Exam~lesof bandine in auarb and calcite veins at Golden Cross.
(i) Banding in the quartz veins is frequently visually very striking, especially
when alternate bands have greatly contrasting colours. Bands range h m less
than a millimetre to several cm wide, fiom planar to highly contorted in form
and are black, white grey and shades of cream/brown. Outcrop is south wall
of north crosscut.

(i) Banding in the calcite is usually vague, the colour varying fiom white to
pinklorange. (See section 9 of 1:50 map in pocket.)

(0 Hand specimen of sample Au54637.
fmrrh -1

&n\

(10 Thin section of (ill) Thin section of
sample Au54637. sample Au54637.

(actualsize)

Crossed p0lclrs.

(v) Photomicrographof sample Au54637.
(iv) PhotOrnjcrographof sample Au54637.

(crossed polar~).

Finer grained band.

Fip 44. Exam~leof banded vein auarb from Golden Cross.
The main difference between the light and dark bands is grain size.
Black bands have grain size<5p, white bands in the range 20-50p.
Some darker bands have a greater proportion of pyrite in them, and some
browdoatmeal bands contain carbonate.

(i)

Sample Au54638

(ii)

(iiilScale s in metres

m

fig 45. Examdes of multiple ~hasesof banded auarb.
The presence of multiple phases of banded veining is very common at
outcrop scale (ii) and even in hand specimen (i) & (ii) .
--

Smaller scale bathyoidaltextures are common

Bottryoidaltexture very obvious where concentric coating of
clasts occurs. Draping by later bands smooths out the irregularity

(ii)
Smoothing out of irregularity byi
'draping' bottryoidal layer.
,
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At f i i bo-l
pattern exaggerates
paflier irregulaWes.

oncentric pattern

Thin section of sample AU54639.
In plane polarised l i i the intricacy of the bottn/oidallayering is apparent.
Under crossed polars the texture is not so easy to see due to the fine,
amorphous nature of the silica.

Pip. 46. Exam~lesof Bottrvoidal textures from Golden Cross.
ti)
.,Banded vein on the southern wall of the north crosscut of the 260RL
exploration drive.
(ii) Thin section of sample Au54640 , a loose block from the 260RL.

(ii)This band is bter and changes dlreclbn and crosscut ealler bands.

(iii)
I

Note apparent symmetry at this end of vein

Thin white vein opens out to
coarser crystalline centre.
Thin, dark crosscutting
vein in part fdlows
botm/oidalpattern.

*a Two bumps in banding
smoothed out,then *b
resultant single bump is
emphasised, and then *c
smoothed out again.
Translucent blue opalline
'stratigraphic'
has sharper
edges and crosscutting

boundary of 'statigraph
layering here, but
elsewhere crosscuts it.

~

Very fine radiating 'feathen/'quartz
crystals make up layering. Boundaries
between layers are also 'feathery'.

\

Brown, band-parallel
vein also has
crosscutting branches.

Fig 47. Recognisin~band-parallel veins.
(i)-(iii) Schematic representation of different features that show band-parallel
veining is present.
(iv) Sketch of sample AU54641, a loose sample h m the 260RL exploration
drive.

This side has apparently more complex banding due to non-idealsection.

hi-

Here black silica completely dammed

the open space, causing isdation of the

is whde
kage must
present filling

between
relatively large
quartz grgstals:

Hially coated
black silica,

Banding is very diiptedl discontinuous. The cavities probably
represent gaps between clasts of banded vein material.

Fie 48. An examde of com~lexfeatures in banded veins.
Two sides of sample AU54642, a loose sample from the 260RL exploration drive of
the Golden Cross Mine.
It is very dficult to discern the age relationships of the bands.

F w- 49. Variation in auartz and auarbcarbonate breccias from the
south crosscut of the 260 RL exdoration dme.
The different breccia types are gradational with one another and in some
cases may represent reworking of other types.

(vi) Type 6: spheroidal quartz-carbonate
breccia. In outcrop (above left), hand
specimen (above right)and thin section

(rlsml

L

/

Notepresenceofsome
bottryoidalcarbonate material.

1

1

Again, note
Pr-e
of calcite.

(vi9 Type 7; oahneai or shelh/ quartzcarbonatebreccia. In outcrop (above right), hand specime~
(top left) and thin section (above.)
Fig 49 ctd. Variation in auutz and aaPrbicrvbonate breecias from the south cro%seatof the 260 RL
emloration drive.
(vi) Type 6 breccia is formed by brecciating bottryoidal quartz-carbonatematerial. Although it is disrupted, its
bottiyoidal nature is still obvious (AU54643).
(vii) Type 7 breccia is probably formed by reworking type 6. The clasts have a shelly appearance but the bottiyoidal
nature is no longer obvious. This breccia type is reputedly very high grade ore. Hand specimen1 thin sections are
sample AU54644.
Hand specimens and thin sections are actual size. Outcrops are in ore drive of south crosscllt.
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(11)

(iii)

Dark silica veins
crosscuttingand
brecciating
country rock are
less obvious than
the
- lcrte.
- -. liiht
coloued calcite
veins, which
represent repetition
of the same
process.

FiP 50. S i a w Breecias.
(0 Jigsaw breccias are gradational with vein networks and are common in the late calcite system.
Example fiom west wall of main drive. (See d o n 1 of 150 map in pocket.)
(niiiii Example f h m north wall of south crosscut. (See section 14 of 150 map in pocket).
Corntry rock clasts in dark silica matrix (or country rock crosscut by silica-filled veins). This is
then crosscut by later calcite veiaiag, which could also be viewed asjigsaw brecciation.

Inset to show a possible mechanism for inclusion of clasts in breccia, without a need for them to be
suspended in the precipitating fluid,which would be ditlbicult to explain. Also see fig 67

Fine lines are modern ci&ks
formed during blasting give a
'crozy'appearance to the rock.

Black silica forming
W of breccia.

Fie 51. Breccia with black matrix.
(i) Where black silica forms a breccia, it fiequently leaves the rock with a very
shattered appearance. The mechanism causing this brecciation and infitration of
black matrix appears to have been very active, dynamic and aggressive. In this
example, fiom the 160RL of the Golden Cross mine, has the whole outcrop has
this shattered appearance.
(ii) Close up of outcrop underneath (i). This picture shows the brecciation by the
black material, but superimposed on it are modem cracks formed during blasting
in the mine. The pattern of fractures formed during brecciation and those formed
during blasting are very similar. This implies that the clast material was in a
brittle state when the breccia formed, similar to its state today, and that a similar
'explosive' shock caused the rocks to break.

ht-colouredmahbc
earlier breccia has
concenMc banding

1

;rev silica was probably quite fissile at time d
x&iation. cracks forced open along pre
?xistingfabric and black material precipitated.
Fie- 52. Contrastb stvles in breech.
A) Contrasting matrix. Fig (i)showsthe contrast between breccias with white and black matrix.The
black breccia has a shattered appearance and the k e grained, amorphous black material probably
precipitated almost instantaneously as the cracks opened. The white breccia matrix has concentric
banding around breccia clasts and tends to be marmgrained. It represents precipitation into an open
space over a period of time, in a much more passive fashion than the darker silica
B) Contrasting clasts. The shattered banded material in (i) is rather blocky. in appearance,and it must
have been relatively coherent at the time of brecciation. The grey material in (ii) (which isjust a few
metres to the right of (i)) was split apart along a preexisting fabric and was probably rather fissile. The
black material in (m3 has a very patchy, irregular geometry and may represent either infiltration of black
silica into a vein that had an open,vuggy texture, or 'fingering in' fbm out of section of fluid into a
material that was still relatively sloppy, in a W o n analogous to intrusion of a dyke.
-61-

3ewaien& structure (?). Disruption of

(iii)

Fw 53. Sedimentary features in vein breccias from Golden Cross.
(i) -(iii) Sample AU54645, thin sections and hand specimen. Disruption of sedimentary
breccia by later fluid. Clasts are well sorted and very rounded.
(iv)-(ii) Sample AU54646, hand specimens and thin sections. A series of small erosional
channels are filled by detritus, heavier grains tending to concentrate in particular layers, and
especially in the deeper parts of the channel.
(ii) has scale provided. All other pictures are actual size.

Looks like humrnoclcy

Pttting in surface where locglllised
dissolution has taken place.

\

Pig 54. Sedimentaw fatures in vein breccias at Golden Cross.
(i) Sample AU54647 Dark layer has appearance similar to hummocky type ripples. Again
it is notpossible to say whether this feature is sedimentary in origin, or due to crosscutting
by later vein material.
(ii)-(iv) Sample AU54634.This hand specimen shows quite clear cross stratification and
also, pitting in the surface where a dissolving fluid has prefmentially leached a particular
mineral.
Scales on all pictures are in millimetres.
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at least in part r-ble

for the apparent cross bedding.

I sedimentary breccia.

(iii)

.

rivl

.

There is grading
within some
layers, with larger
closts kaliy A
settiing out first.

Some alignment of
elongate clasts.

FiP 55. Sedimentam features in vein breccias from Golden Cross.
Sam~le
AU54648.
(i) ~ i s of
b sedimentary vein breccia. Detritus is a mixture of many types of quartz and carbonate vein
material and therefore has a range of sources within the vein system. Most obvious features are
sedimentary layering, graded bedding, 'crossbedding' and sorting, alignment and rounding of grains.
(iiHvi)In thin section it is obvious that some later veins go around individual grains@), (v), (vi). It is
possible, therefore, that where such a vein goes around both sides of a grain, the vein itself may take
on the appearance of a sedimentary layer with included cldgrains. It appears that this process is, at
least in part, responsible for the dark 'crossbedding' in this sample. However, elsewhere bands of a
, probably
similar colour to the 'crossbedding' layers have sedimentary grading within them (iii)(N),
indicating a sedimentary origin. In practise it is very hard to tell how much is pure sedimentary
process and how much is crosscutting veins. Even where simple sedimentary processes predominate,
these are complicated by the fact that the transporting fluid was also precipitating the matrix.

ii)

C
in pocket at back of ms thesis.

Hammer for kale

I

(ii~lsoseesection120f 1 : ~ r n a p
in pocket at back of this thesis.

Also seesection 14 of l:5O map in pock&.

Pi 56. Other vein features at Golden Cross.
(i) Irregular silica-filled cavity in the back (ceiling) of the south crosscut.
(ii) Irregular silica-filled cavity on the east wall of the south crosscut.
These features have walls that do not match. Their formation probably requires erosion
or dissolution of the walls of an open cavity.
(iii) Slightly less irregular silica-filled cavity on the north wall of the south crosscut.
(iv)Silica rhomb h m the north wall of the ore drive off the south crosscut.
These features have walls that match better and probably represent dilational jogs. (ii)
would require rotation of the upper country rock block, A, away from the lower block, B,
steepening the western side of the jog with respect to the east.
One characteristicthat many of these features -whether regular or irregular- have in
common is that the cavity was initially coated by banded material that would have built up
over a period of time, but then are filled by a single phase of massive silica-very often
black and fine grained. The finalphase of filling may have occurred with a catastrophic
event leading to a sudden pressure drop, and consequent very rapid precipitation.
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